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Greetings
Here is your monthly update with all the news from the actuview world.
We have new videos for you from Austria, France, and Ireland, and from our Sponsoring
partner RGA. We are also pleased to present our “Strong Institutional Partners” in a new
series, starting with the Society of Actuaries in Ireland, which has supported actuview for
a year with regular video content. Finally, we look ahead to the 2021 event schedule – stay
tuned for many great online events.

Strong Institutional Partners of actuview No. 1: Society of Actuaries in
Ireland
The Society of Actuaries in Ireland (SAI) is the professional body
representing the actuarial profession in Ireland. The Society is dedicated
to serving the public by fostering the highest standards of
professionalism and competence in actuarial practice. SAI’s vision is that
actuaries are trusted as experts in evaluating risk and nancial
uncertainty. SAI’s mission is: to support actuaries throughout their
career; develop, maintain, and enforce actuarial standards; and serve
the public interest by promoting thought leadership and contributing as
an independent voice on matters where an actuarial perspective can add
value.
During the last 12 months SAI has published more than 30 videos ranging from classical life,
non-life, and pensions topics as well as risk management, consulting, and professionalism.
“The high level of support, agility, and responsiveness from the actuview team is top-class,”
said Sean Casey, SAI’s President. “The actuview platform allows us to share and exchange
rich media content, which helps our members and our international actuarial colleagues to
learn and grow. We look forward to further developing our partnership as a content provider
with actuview in the years ahead."
Check out the latest videos by SAI:
“Safeguarding and Building on the Ethical Tradition in the Actuarial Profession”
Colm Fitzgerald (UCD)
“Nationalisation: Is it Time to Consider a Radical Solution to the Liability Crisis in
Ireland? Lessons from Down Under”
Ross Simmonds (Taylor Fry), Gráinne McGuire (Taylor Fry)
“STEP 1: Setting Up Your Company”
David O’Reilly (Fenero) and Thomas Melia (Enterprise Ireland)
“Recovery and Resolution Planning”
John Fitzgerald (CBI)
“A New Approach to Auto-Enrolment. Higher Pensions for Half the Cost”
Colm Fagan
Visit the SAI channel

Latest webcast from actuview partner RGA
RGA, one of the world’s largest life and health reinsurers and actuview’s platform sponsor,
regularly publishes webcasts on current topics on actuview.
Now online:
“Entering the "New Normal": RGA Global Life and
Health Underwriting Survey”
Presented by Dan Lyons, Vice President, Business
Initiatives Leader & Nic Lempriere-Hogg, Senior Vice
President, Head of Global Underwriting
A “new normal” in life and health underwriting was already emerging before the pandemic.
RGA’s 2020 Global Underwriting Survey shows that leading global insurers were not just
acknowledging, but embracing, innovation and transformation in technology, distribution,
customer engagement, automated underwriting, fraud, and more.
View webcast

New on actuview
The newest videos uploaded by the European Actuarial
Academy (EAA), the French Institut des Actuaires (IDA), and
the Aktuarvereinigung Österreichs (AVÖ) from Austria are
now available on actuview:
“Reform of Public Pension Schemes: Actuarial
Challenges Around Automatic Adjustment
Mechanisms”
Prof. Pierre Devolder (Catholic University of Louvain)
“Assurance collaborative : Théorie des graphes et
actuariat”
Arthur Charpentier (Université du Québec à Montréal),
Christian Robert (Professeur à l’ENSAE), Florence
Picard (Haut conseil de l'Institut des actuaires)
“Un projet de micro assurance au Cameroun”
Auguste Mpacko Priso, Enzo Sarti, Wilson Kamdem

“Low for Long – Long for Low: Versicherungsprodukte
im Niedrigzinsumfeld”
Wolfgang Herold (Österreichische
Finanzmarktaufsichtsbehörde, FMA)
“The Future of Actuaries – Predicting What Lies
Ahead”
David Richter, Jette Lunding Sandqvist, Pavel
Kostyuchenko, Julia Mayer, Janet von Fellenberg, Lars
Oehlmann

Upcoming online events
Even though 2021 has just started, we are already planning to share the highlights from a
number of events scheduled for the rst half of the year. Here is what is planned for
publication on actuview so far:

March

DGVFM CPD Days
AAE Roundtable on Sustainability and Climate Risks

April

Virtual Annual Meeting of DAV and DGVFM
6th Ulm Actuarial Day

June

CERA Global Risk Conference
EAA e-Conference on Data Science & Data Ethics

July

IME 2021

Stay tuned for the best actuarial content!

United As One: 24th International Congress on Insurance: Mathematics and
Economics (IME)
Despite the di culties we continue to
experience with the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, the global actuarial community will
unite as one and celebrate our community's
resilience this summer for the 24th International
Congress on Insurance: Mathematics and
Economics, the rst IME Congress to be held
virtually.
In the spirit of coming together as one, this event is jointly hosted by the University of
Illinois Urbana-Champaign and the Pennsylvania State University in the United States;
Ulm University in Germany; and the University of New South Wales (UNSW Sydney) in
Australia. To ensure maximum accessibility for participants from all time zones around
the globe, the conference will be ve days, July 5-9, 2021 (UTC-05:00).
All researchers in related areas are invited to submit their latest work and exchange
research ideas with peers from around the world. There will be ve high caliber keynote
speeches representing the full span of interdisciplinary research:
Patrick Brockett (University of Texas at Austin)
Michel Denuit (Université Catholique de Louvain) and
Christian Robert (ENSAE Paris)
Robert Jarrow (Cornell University)
Olivia Mitchell (Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania)
Ruodu Wang (University of Waterloo)
actuview is proud to be a partner to this unique event. Be sure to follow the conference
website to stay up-to-date on the latest plans. We look forward to coming together
globally this July — United as One.

Find your next career step with actupool
actupool is the new careers platform for actuaries around
the globe – and part of the actu-family.
Our goal is to bundle job adverts for actuaries and experts to help job seekers and
employers nd the perfect match. To this end, we use our unique industry know-how and
our network in the actuarial community, which we have developed over many years.
With the tailored search you can nd the jobs that are relevant to you. Numerous lter
options are also available to help you nd the right offer. Once you have explored the
employment market and found interesting positions, you can bookmark them to access
them again more quickly later on. In addition, you can look for new career opportunities
without searching the site: Simply subscribe to a personalized search query via the job
agent.
Check out www.actupool.com now and see the possibilities it opens up to you.

We hope you enjoyed this actunews edition, and we are looking forward to seeing you
soon on www.actuview.com. If you have any suggestions or questions, please don’t
hesitate to contact us at all times at contact@actuview.com.
actuview team

RGA, Sponsoring Partner
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